Choose the Word

Directions: Read the sentences and choose the word that makes sense in the sentence.

1. Singers use a ____________ to help the audience hear the words.
   microphone, microfilm, micrometer

2. The governor of the state has plans for a ____________ that would have six lanes of traffic.
   superpower, superhighway, supertanker

3. Juan received a ____________ rating on his science project at the science fair.
   superb, superego, supervise

4. Melissa is ____________ to sweet smells because they give her a headache.
   megadose, hypersensitive, trillion

5. Jacques is such a great actor that he’s sure to be a ____________.
   megaton, superstar, superintendent

Directions: Look at the pairs of words. Circle the word with the prefix that means “small.”

6. microbus, hyperbole

7. microcosm, hyperactive

8. megabyte, microscope

9. microwave, supermarket

10. megahit, micrometer